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Abstract
Spectroscopic observations of the lunar disk and limb were taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in November 1998 using the Space Tele-
scope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) between 1690 and 3190 angstroms.
The impetus for these observations was to detect possible OH emission and
provide a better solar analog for HST planetary observations. An upper limit
for OH emission is presented. Data reduction is discussed, which included
correcting contamination by light scatter in the shorter wavelengths for the
G230LB spectral mode. These observations are compared with previous
lunar spectra, as well as the recent HST observations of the impact from the
Lunar Prospector.

Background:  98 km-wide (58 miles) impact crater Copernicus, imaged
with WFPC2. John Caldwell (York University) and Alex Storrs (STScI)
and NASA.
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Introduction
The Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) uses two-dimen-

sional detectors operating from the ultraviolet to the near infrared. Three
large-format detectors, a SITe CCD and two Multi-Anode Multichannel
Arrays (MAMAs), make up the complement with an array of first-order grat-
ings, echelles, slits, and filters.
     The HST program (GTO-7717), led by Dr. John J. Caldwell, was pro-

posed to observe the disk1 and the limb of the Moon with the CCD (MAMAs
have strict bright object restrictions) for the purpose of attaining a high reso-
lution solar spectrum in the ultraviolet and also derive upper limits on OH
emission. Low and medium resolution gratings (G230LB and G230MB),

were used with three slits, covering 52x0.2 arcsec2 and 52x0.1 arcsec2

areas on the lunar disk, as well as, 52x2 arcsec2 on the lunar limb, over the
spectral range from 1684 to 3193 angstroms.

1. In October 1996 the HST Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) detector was used to observe within 0.3 degrees of the lunar limb (Flynn et al.,
1997).

Observations
The observations (Table 1), taken on 6 November 1998, were accompa-

nied by WFPC2 images of the crater Copernicus (Longitude: 18E, Latitude:
7N). The spectroscopic images of the lunar disk (North-East of Copernicus)
were taken in parallel, with WFPC2 as the primary instrument, shown in Fig-
ure 1. The southern limb (Longitude: 0, Latitude: 90S) spectroscopic images
were taken with STIS as the primary instrument (WFPC2 was not used),
shown in Figure 2.

The resolution of the data is 0.05 arcsec pixel-1 or 0.15 angstrom pixel-1.
The central wavelength for the disk spectra is 2375 angstroms and 3115
angstroms for the limb spectra.

Observations
Table 1: HST data for lunar observations taken on 6 November 1998.

Data Set
Name

Location
Exposure

Time
(s)

Aperture Grating
Minimum

Wavelength
(angstroms)

Maximum
Wavelength
(angstroms)

O4YM03010 disk 720a

a.Integrated time for two sub-exposures.

52x0.1 G230LB 1684 3066

O4YM03JGQ disk 60 52x0.1 G230LB 1684 3066

O4YM03JHQ disk 120 52x0.2 G230MB 1684 3066

O4YM03JIQ disk 120 52x0.2 G230MB 2479 2635

O4YM03JJQ disk 120 52x0.2 G230MB 2619 2775

O4YMA3010[1]b

b.The data set O4YMA3010 have two sub-exposures potential drifting caused disparity between the two
sub-exposures, so the sub-exposures are considered individually.

south limb 180 52x2 G230MB 3037 3193

O4YMA3010[2] south limb 180 52x2 G230MB 3037 3193
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Data Reduction
Calibration. The data was calibrated using the STSDAS IRAF software rou-
tine called CALSTIS. The calibration steps include: overscan subtraction,
bias subtraction, sub-exposures were combined to reject cosmic rays (only
for the O4YM03010 data), pixel-to-pixel flat field correction, applying 2-D
dispersion solutions, and converting to absolute flux units. Also, an extra
cosmic ray rejection step was performed to remove left over cosmic rays by
manually deleting them. Background subtraction was omitted since the
entire aperture was lit by the moon.

Spectrum extraction.  The calibrated product is in the form of a 2-dimen-
sional spectral image, with spatial information along the 52 arcsec axis and
dispersion along the shorter axis (2 arcsec for the limb data and 0.1 arcsec
for the disk). To extract a 1-dimensional spectrum, a location perpendicular
to the dispersion direction and an extraction height (pixels) were chosen.

The extraction height was chosen to normalize the spectrum to a 1 arcsec2

area. Note that the 2-dimensional format is 1024 x 1024 pixel2. Spectra
were extracted at the center of the field of view.

OH Emission Results
Table 2: Upper limits on lunar OH emission from HST observations.

HST
 Program PI

Scale Height
Upper Limit
Abundance

(ppb)

Upper Limit
Fluorescence of (A-X)

OH  (Rayleighs)

Percent Difference for
Measured and

Predicted (50 R)
Brightness

J. J. Caldwell 100 km 0.5 - 15 1.8 kR - 1454 kR > 100 %

E. S. Barker 100 km 1.5x10-2 - 4 831 R - 183 kR > 100 %

S. A. Stern 1.2 RM ~ 2085 km 1.06x10-4 67 R 34 %

Analysis of Lunar Limb Spectra
OH Emission.  Figures 3 and 4 show the spectra taken at the lunar south
pole and how they compare to the solar spectrum (SOLSTICE). The two
spectra come from the same data set, which is comprised of two sub-expo-
sures. However, the sub-exposures are dramatically different, most likely
due to spacecraft drift (special tracking was enabled to try and control the
drift rate). As a consequence, the first sub-exposure may have been at a
higher altitude than the second, since the count rate drops in the first sub-
exposure much faster than the second, which also has a decreasing count
rate with position along the detector. Further analysis will be necessary to
determine the reason for this difference and vertical distribution of OH from
the spectra.
     The resulting drift was calculated by comparing the coordinates (vehicle
reference frame right ascension and declination) from the two sub-expo-
sures. The drift rate for these observations is approximately 0.78 arcsecond
per second for the right ascension and 0.067 arcsecond per second for the
declination, for a total drift of 140 arcseconds in right ascension and 12 arc-
seconds in declination.

So far, attempts to find water ice deposits1 and OH emission have turned

up negative or uncertain results2. If there are water ice deposits under the
lunar (polar regions) surface then OH may be formed from the dissociation
of water ice by solar ultraviolet radiation:

then fluorescence emission from the A-X (0-0) band of OH excited by solar
ultraviolet radiation results from the following reaction at 3085 angstroms:

A predicted brightness of 50 Rayleigh for this reaction was given by Dr. T. H.

Morgan, using a scale height of 102 km3, which corresponds to an OH

abundance of about 8.7 x10-4 ppb. The abundance calculation assumes an

atmospheric density of 4x104 cm-3 (i.e., density of argon).
     The upper limit emission may be determined using the fluorescence effi-

ciency4 for the (0-0) OH (A-X) band at 3085 angstroms, which is 1.7x1015

ergs s-1 molecule-1, even though the difference spectra (bottom panels) in
Figures 3 and 4 do not show any emission features. Table 2 gives the bright-
ness and OH abundance for the lunar spectra taken by HST on 6 Nov. 1998,
as well as, the HST spectra taken during the Lunar Prospector impact on 31
July 1999, and previous observations by HST within 0.3 degrees of the lunar
limb taken on 7 Oct. 1996. These limits are compared with the predicted OH
emission brightness.

1. Stacy et al., 1997, Feldman et al., 1998, Bussey et al., 1999.
2. Eshleman and Parks, 1999, Feldman and Morrison, 1991.
3. Morgan and Shemansky, 1991.
4. Schleicher and A’Hearn, 1982.

hv H2O+ OH H+→

hv OH+ OH A X–( )→

Conclusions
OH (A-X) emission from the southern limb lunar spectra observations.
Emission features are not present for more than the 5σ confidence level.
The non-detection is illustrated by the bottom panels of Figures 3 and 4.
Preliminary upper limits on the emission brightness and OH abundance are
significantly higher than the predicted fluorescence brightness of 50 Ray-
leigh (results in Table 2). These observations require more thorough exami-
nation and determination of scale heights.

Grating Scatter in the STIS G230LB mode.  Excess light scattering from
the STIS G230LB grating is positively identified for the lunar spectrum cen-
tered at 2375 angstroms (Figure 5). A simple scattering correction algorithm
removes most of the excess light longward of approximately 2200 ang-
stroms (Figure 7). For this algorithm, data shortward of 2200 angstroms is
useless. The remaining data, between 2200 and 3060 angstroms, may be
used as a solar analog (to be discussed in future work).
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Analysis of Lunar Disk Spectra
Excess scatter light is inherent to dispersion gratings, especially when
observing targets in the ultraviolet that dominate the red spectral range.
Light diffusing from the entrance aperture and/or from the mirco roughness
of the ruled surface contributes to the background counts, which increase
toward the shorter wavelengths as the wavelength sensitivity increases.

Detecting Grating Scatter. The lunar spectra taken using the STIS grating,
G230LB (for 2375 angstroms central wavelength), are badly contaminated
by scattered light from the grating. The primary ultraviolet contribution from
the Moon is a reflection of  solar light. Figure 5 illustrates the problem and
solution. The corrected and uncorrected lunar spectra are plotted together
with the solar spectrum, taken by SOLSTICE.  The solar spectrum
decreases toward the shorter wavelengths, however, the G230LB lunar
spectrum, which should reflect the solar continuum, increases. A corrected
lunar spectrum reveals more distinct solar features and does not increase
toward shorter wavelengths as rapidly as the uncorrected lunar spectrum.

Correcting Grating Scatter. The correction algorithm1 involves subtracting
the excess background in the count rate to measure the flux:

where Fcor is the corrected flux, the Funcorrected is the uncorrected flux in erg

cm-2s-1angstrom-1, C is the raw count rate in counts sec-1, and CB is a the
background subtracted count rate. For these observations, a constant back-

ground is determined from the top panel of Figure 6 (~ 41 counts sec-1) and
subtracted from the raw counts. The ratio of uncorrected flux to the raw
count rate determines the wavelength sensitivity, which is multiplied by the
background corrected count rate. The bottom panel of Figure 6 illustrates
the improvement.

The correction is only good for part of the spectral range. The wavelength
cut-off for which the correction is valid is determined by considering the log-

arithm of the ratio (C+CB)/C, refer to Figure 7.2 The uncertainty of the flux
increases where the log of this ratio is greater than unity. Science observa-
tions of continuum sources using the STIS G230LB mode will be irreparably
contaminated by excess scattered light shortward of approximately 2200
angstroms.

1. Cunningham and Caldwell, 1993.
2. Rosa, 1995.
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Hydroxyl in Lunar Atmosphere?
A basic criterion for an atmosphere to be retained by a solar system body for
several billion years is that the escape velocity (Vesc) must be greater than
or equal to ten times the root-mean-square velocity (Vrms):

This results from the exponential decrease of the Maxwellian distribution of
particles in a gas. The root-mean-square velocity is twice the kinetic energy
for a particle divided by its mass, squared:

where k is the Boltzmann constant, m is the mass of the particle, and T is
the temperature. For hydroxyl (OH) Vrms is approximately:

and 340 K is the surface temperature of the barometric exobase. Since the
escape velocity is given as:

OH does not fulfill the criterion to be retained in an atmosphere, i.e,

The temperature needed for OH to exist in a lunar atmosphere is:

where G is the Gravitational constant (6.67x10-11N m2kg-2), M is the mass

of the moon (7.3483x1022 kg), and R is the radius of the moon (1737.4x103

m). This is not an unreasonable temperature for areas in permanent

shadow1. Also, it is possible that the OH is replenished by external debris

impacting the Moon.2

1. Stacy et al., 1997.
2. Morgan and Shemansky, 1991.
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